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Two Tier Cardiff Cycle Shelter PDF
info@bikedocksolutions.com Call: 0800 612 6113 UK Aggregates Ltd, The

Factory, 8 Portland
Commercial Estate, Ripple
Road, Barking, IG11 0TW

Two Tier Cardiff Cycle
Shelter

£7,598.40
Excl. VAT: £6,332.00
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Description

The Robust Cardiff Cycle Shelter is a single-sided, free-standing bike shelter. Supplied with two-tier racks, this
shelter is the best option on the market for parking a lot of bikes outside under a shelter. This Cardiff shelter
is floor-fixed as standard, but legs are available for casting in or bolting down.

The Two Tier Cardiff Cycle Shelter is a substantial and practical option for mass bike storage. It's a
freestanding, single-sided structure offering various roof options, including galvanised, colour-coated, or PVC
profiled sheet, and is available in several sizes to accommodate different needs. The shelter can be either
cast in or bolted down, making it a flexible and durable choice for a range of environments, from urban areas
to educational and commercial settings.

The most impressive feature of this shelter is, however, its double-stacked bike storage racks, which allow
you to save space and park twice as many bikes under the same roof. The two-tier racks are one of our
bestselling products with a good reason – they are straightforward to use, they are space-maximising, and
our more premium version comes with a gas strut, which makes putting a bike up the top level easy and
effortless.

Options:
Our standard set-up comes with 20 bike spaces – 10 on the lower and 10 on the bottom tier; however,
custom sizes are available; just speak to us. The shelter comes with two roof options – corrugated steel or
clear polycarbonate. For your back and end panels, you can choose between – no panels, polycarbonate or
wood cladding. And lastly, you can have the metal frame in a galvanised, powder-coated or both galvanised
and powder-coated finishes.

Specification:
Free standing, single-sided.
Frame is made of 50mm mild steel box section.
Roof options include galvanised (standard), galvanised and colour coated or PVC profiled sheet.
Available ragged for casting in or flanged for bolting down.

Size Options:
20 bike space TTCAR - H: 2600mm L: 4100mm W: 2100mm
40 bike space TTCAR2 - H: 2600mm L: 8150mm W: 2100mm
60 bike space TTCAR3 - H: 2600mm L: 12200mm W: 2100mm
80 bike space TTCAR4 - H: 2600mm L: 16250mm W: 2100mm
100 bike space TTCAR5 - H: 2600mm L: 20300mm W: 2100mm

Delivery Time:
4 to 8 weeks
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Additional Options

Size Options 20 Bikes (10 up, 10 down) £0.00

Please call for bespoke sizing £0.00

Roof Polycarbonate Roof £0.00

Corrugated Steel Roof £220.00

Choose Finish None £0.00

Galvanised £495.00

Galvanised & Powder Coated £495.00

Powder Coated £330.00

RAL Colour Code 1023 Traffic Yellow £0.00

3000 Flame Red £0.00

5002 Ultramarine Blue £0.00

5017 Traffic Blue £0.00

6005 Moss Green £0.00

7015 Slate Grey £0.00

6024 Traffic Green £0.00

9005 Jet Black £0.00

9010 Pure White £0.00

Custom Colour £220.00

Custom Colour £0.00

Back Panels No Back Panels £0.00

Polycarbonate Back Panels £440.00

Wood Clad Back Panels £660.00

End Panels Option No end panels £0.00

Polycarbonate End Panels £440.00

Wood Clad End Panels £660.00

Bolts Pack - Fixing and Assembly None £0.00
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Bolts Pack - Fixing and Assembly £55.00
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